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COMPREHENSIVE SYST9' OF INTERNATIONAL Io'PoACE AND DECURITY

Nc)te verbale elated 14 August 1987. from ttle Pct:'h~..nent. Mission of
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republios to th!-United Nations

~ddressed to the Secretary-General

The Permanent Mission of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republios to t~e United
Nations presents its oompliments to the Secretary-General of the United Nations
and, in referen~e to General Assembly resolution 41/46 B, ·Cessation of all nuclear
teat explosions·, and also to resolutions 41/46 A, ·Cessation of all nuclear tost
explosions", 41/47, ·Urgent need for a comprehensive nuclear-test-ban treaty", and
41/54, "Implementation of General Assembly resolution 40/88 on the immedi~~e

cessation and prohibition of nuclear-weapon tests·, has the honour to communicate
the following.

The Soviet Union believes that today, when enormous arsenals of nuclear
weapons that threaten the very survival of mankind have been assembled, it is more
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vital than over for statos to adopt a now mode of political thinking and a new
pattarn of behaviour so that they can reduce and dismantle those arsenals and Bet
up a comprehensive oyotem of international peace and security to tako the place of
atronq-arm politics, wnuclear deterrence-, and military doctrines based on
intimidation.

One of the most important means of turning bpck the nuclear arms rac~,

forestalling nuclear proliferation and eradioating nuclear weapons entitely, as tho
United Nations has repeatedly stated, is to impose a complete and general ban on
nuclear-weapon tests. Suoh a step has become all the more topical today b~cau6e,

under the influl!nce of the Soviet programme for ridding the planet of nuclear and
other weapons of mass destruction by the year 2000 and the Soviet-A~erioan summit
meeting in Reykjavik, there is a real prospeot of genuine movement towards nuclear
disarmament, beginning with the attainment by the USSR imd the United States of
agreement on the world-wide abolition of two categories of nuclear missiles,
medium-range and theatre/tactical weapons. The USSR will continue to do everythin4
within its power to enoouLage swift practioal action to bring ~bout a nuclear-freo,
non-violent world.

!n an effort to ovp.rcome the inertia on the question of halting nuclear teots,
tho Soviet Union in 1985 imposed a unilateral moratorium on all nuclear exploaiona
a d maintained it for 18 months. The General Assombly hailed that move and called
upon the United States to join the moratorium, also oxpreosing the hope that all
other nucl~ar-weapon9 States would consider doing BO.

The moratorium turned the task of halting nuclear tests into a practioa1
proposition, and, with it, several other pr,~blemEJ associated with turninq back the
arms raoe. It demonstrated that it was possible to act in ways that would put real
obstaoles in the path of the arms race. Alth,')ugh tho Soviet Union has had to
suspend its unilateral moratorium, it does not r~gard it as a closed ohapter and is
prepared to reinstate it on any given day if t~·e United States deoides to stop ite
own nuclear exploaiorta.

In entire aocordanoe with the recommendations of the United Nations, the
Soviet Union proposes that talks on a oomplete nuclaar tost ban should begin
forthwith. They cen involve any number of participanta and take plaoe in any forum
provided, of oourse, that the United States attends.

The Conferenoe on Disarmament can and mUB~, without a doubt, contribute
substantially to the preparation of a treaty on the complote and general
prohibition of nuclear tests.

The USSR has requected the Conference on Dioarmament to lend moral and
political support to the attainment of a Soviet-American agreement t~ prohibit
nuclear tests. It will he easier to reach an accord in Soviet-American talks if
both yides can be certain that other States also support a nuclear test ban and are
prepared to become parties to a corresponding international treaty. Vor precisely
this reason, the Soviet Union believes that the quest for a negotiated agreement in
Soviet-Americal, talks and thE" preparation of an all-embracing treaty within the
CO"lference on Disarmament should proceed in parallel.
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Seeking to prompt an immediate start on substantive work within the Conference
on this priority item, the Soviet Union in conjunction with a group of sooialist
States recently took the initiative of submitting (or the COnferenoe's
consideration a document entitled "Basic provisions of a treaty on the complete and
qeneral prohibit:J.on of nuclear weapon tests". In so doing, the USSR was heeding
the General Assembly's expressed belief that the elaboration of su~h a treaty is a
task of the highest priority anrl should not be made dependent on the attainment of
any other rn080Ut'O in the fi~ld of disarmament.

'rho draft submitted brings together in a single document the acoumulated
capital of many years' collective work to reaolve the problem of nuclear testing
and the constructive new ideae and proposals put forward re~ently by many other
countries, in partlcular the "Group of 6". At the same time, the draft tr~aty is
not just an assemblage of proposals but a qualitatively new document. It is
stoeped in the ideas and spirit of the new mode of political thinking, which
requires diplomatic affairs to be conducted in accordance with the hard facts of
tho nuclear and space age.

'i'he new text includes large-scale verification measures ranging from deolaring
the location of test ranges to the involvement of international inspectors in
ensuring that no test explosions of nuclear weapons are conducted at those ranges.

The text submitted offers a fresh approaoh to the question of establishing an
international seismic monitorlnq network. The basic oomponents of the network, it
BUgqosts, would be seismic ~tations with standard specifioations, operated with the
partioipation of Observers from among the mem~era 'of an international
inspectorate. This proposal, if put into effeot, would be of substantial holp in
creating a climate of mutual trust between States. The foregoing is entirely in
koeping with th~ provisiona of resolution 41/47 ralatlng to seismic monitoring and
a network to monitor atmospheric radioactivity.

On-sito inspections oocupy a very prominent position within our proposed
monitorinq eystefil. The USSR sees the purpose of such inspections as being to
resolve questions which give rise to doubt as to compliance with a total ban on
nuclear t~ats which cannot be eliminated by means of the other verification
mealillres providod for in the text. It should be emphasized that a State receiving
a request for on-site inspection would be unconditionally obliged to grant acoess
to the location specified in the request. What is meant, in other words, is not
voluntacy but mandatory inspections. It is now necessary to draw up the criteria
and procedures for requesting inspections and for conducting them, inoluding a list
of the rights and functions of the inspecting personnel. This oould be done by the
Conference on Disarmament, particularly as experien~c has been a~cumulated in other
negotiations on a nuclear test ban.

As a practical move to advance the preparation of a treaty banning
nuclear-weapon tests, the USSR proposes the establishment of 6n ad hoc group of
scientific experts with a mandate to provide the Conference with agreed
recommendations and supporting arguments relating to the structure and functions of
a monitoring system for any possible agreement prohibi.ting nuclear-weapon tests.
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There is also, in our view, a need to establish an international system for
qlobal radiation monitoring, using space communications circuits. Such a system
would be useful in tetms of enhanced effectiveness in monitor' '9 oomplianoe with a
nuolear test ban, when suoh a ban is imposed.

The text submitted oonfirms that the Soviet Union is prepared to reach a
settlement on the probl~ms of verifying that tests have stopped. It is open to
constructive disoussion and to any other proposals or considerations that will lead
to the swift oonclusion of an effeotive tteaty on the complete and general
prohibition of nuclear-weapon tests.

The Soviet Union still regards verification not aa an end in itself but as a
means of ensuring that the treaty is effeotive, the treaty, in turn, should be a
major measure in its own right, and one that advanoes the oause of reduotions in
and the oomplete abolition of nuclear weapons. In a world rid of nuolear weapons,
furthermore, the treaty and the strtot verification it oalls for, together with thtt
Non-Proliferation Treaty, should serve as safeguards against the reappearanoe of
such weapons and an important structural component in a comprehensive system of
international peace and security.

without doubt, halting and prohibiting nuolear weapon tests depends first and
foremost on the USSR and the United St~tes which, according to the Final Document
of the first speoial session of the r,eneral Assembly devoted to disarmament, bear
special responsibility for the attainment of the goals of nuolear disarmament. For
that reason the Soviet union suggests that the Treaty should allow for the
possibility that, initially, only the USSR and the United States should oe parties
to it, not all the nuolear Powers.

The involvement of the Conference on Disarmament in the practical process of
drawinq up a treaty prohibiting nuolear-weapon tests in no way confliots with
efforts being made by the Soviet Union to resolve this matter bilaterally with the
united States. The Conference oannot nowadays be highly produotive unless a
balan,;e la strlJck between bilateral and multilateral negotiations on security
problems. There sl:ould be no conflict between the two, the principles of
interaction and mutual advancement should apply.

The Soviet Union would like full-scale Soviet-Ameri~an talks leading to a
complete ban on nuclear testing to begin as soon as possible. Havinq made a
realistic assessment of the situation, it has proposed that such full-noale talks
should, as a first step, consider the issues assooiated with ratification of the
Soviet-Amerioan A9reement9 of 1974 and 1976, a signifioant reduction in the
thresholds set by those Agreements for the force of nuclear explosions, and a
simUltaneous restriction in their numbers. As an immediate practical step
associated with such talks, it would be prepared to reach, for example, an interim
agreement with the Amerioans limiting the foroe of underground nuclear explosions
to a threshold of one kilotollne and the number of nuclear-weapon tests to two or
three per year.

To hasten the ratificatiol of the aforementioned Soviet-American Agreements,
the USSR is prepared to come to terms with ~he United States on the conduct of the
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requisite oalibration experiments at eaoh othe~'s test ranges. It has said that
suoh experiments should use both tile two oountries' national seismologioal
apparatus and the seiBinic monitoring facilities of the "Six States" - provided, of
cour~e, that they agree.

It is the Soviet Union's opinion that, even given the most favourable
confluenoe of circumstanoes, Soviet-American talks, owing to their bilateral
nature, cannot finally resolve the issue of a treaty prohi~iting nuolear-weapon
tests everywhere and by all parties. Hence its oonviction that the negotiation of
agreed positions in Soviet-American talks and the preparation of an all-embraoing
treaty within the Conference on Disarmament should proceed in parallel.

Overall, our position is that it is necessary to work practioally,
construotively and without delay on a radical solution to the nuolear test issue.
We do not wish simply to bring the existing machinery into play, but to ensure that
it produoes results in the shortest possible time. We reaffirm our readiness to
attend a oonferenoe for the purpose of extending the scope of the prohibitions
embodied in the 1963 Mosoow Treaty, for this would be in oomplete aooord with the
wishes and oommitments voiced by the parties c.lt the time of signature, and with
resolution 41/46 B.

Many years of experience in talks and discussions on the problems of
nuclear-weapon tests, the proposals made on the subject, and the advanced level of
modern technology that oan be used for verification, suggest that ooncluding a
treaty is qntirely possible. Today as never before, what ia needed is the
requisite political will on all sides to turn this ~enuine opportunity into reality
in the shortest possible time.

The Permanent Mission of the USSR to the United Nations requests that this
letter be circulated as a documont of the General Assembly under items 50, 51, 58,
63, 67 and 74 of the provisional agenda.


